WHO WE ARE

Strateos is a pioneer in the development of remote access laboratories and lab control software for life science discovery. Our mission is to create new knowledge driven by data, computation, automation and high-throughput robotics with the goal of fundamentally advancing the life sciences. The Strateos Strateos™ Platform helps scientists more efficiently and reproducibly design, run, and analyze experiments to achieve new and faster scientific discoveries.

OUR PLATFORM AND PRODUCTS

The Strateos Platform is reimagining and redefining laboratories as smart data centers by enabling both remote-controlled and on-demand access to our automated cloud labs for data generation, and the ability for organizations to command and control their own laboratories.
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Remote control and automated cloud labs that are accessible from a web browser enabling scientists around the world to easily access and control new technologies, drug discovery, cell and gene therapy and synthetic biology workflows.

Data Generation and AI Enablement

Make | Test | Analyze

Strateos’ lab control software enables organizations to control their own scientific instruments and laboratories locally and worldwide for data generation, schedule workflows and manage their scientific data.
Strateos smart labs are located in San Diego and Menlo Park, California. The labs collectively span up to 14K sq. ft. with >100 instruments and multiple modules tailored to application needs in the areas of small molecule and biologics drug discovery, synthetic biology, and cell and gene therapy.